
DIAMOND’S GENERAL PURCHASING 
CONDITIONS

1. General

 These General Purchase Terms are applicable for all our orders at our suppliers; deviating Terms of the 
suppliers shall not apply without our written consent and shall be binding to the extent only as they are 
not in contradiction to these General Purchase Terms. Special written agreements between us and our 
suppliers are reserved.

2. Orders

 Our orders are given in writing or orally. Order confirmations must be in our possession not later than 3 
days after the order.

3.  Delivery dates

 The delivery dates agreed upon are binding. If the supplier defaults with regard to a delivery, we reserve 
ourselves to refuse the delivery on supplier’s costs and eventually to withdraw from the contract. Any 
withdrawal will be immediately notified in writing to the supplier.

 Suspect to any other declaration of Diamond SA, the supplier remains obliged to perform even after 
expiration of the agreed delivery dates. The supplier shall immediately notify any foreseeable delays in 
delivery. Damage claims for delays in delivery are reserved in any case. Deliveries before the delivery dates 
are possible only upon agreement. If necessary for technical reasons of manufacturing or because of a 
changed market situation, Diamond SA reserves itself the right to change the delivery dates, especially 
regarding longer-term delivery agreements.

4.  Risk

 The supplier takes over all additional costs (insurance, taxes, acquisition of documents) for the delivery to 
our business domicile in Losone, and he bears up to this point of time the risk for the damage or the loss 
of the delivered goods.

5.  Warranty

 The warranty period shall be 18 months from the day of acceptance. The supplier shall eliminate all re-
pairable defects immediately after our notification, free of charges for Diamond SA. The warranty period 
will be extended automatically for the time between the notification and the elimination of the defects. 
In urgent cases, or when the supplier is in default, we shall have the right to obtain replacement or repair 
elsewhere, on supplier’s costs. The legal warranty and other claims are reserved. Moreover, we reserve 
ourselves the right to claim warranty for defects that are detected after the acceptance of goods.

6. Payment terms

 All invoices of the supplier shall declare our order number and shall be addressed to us in duplicate imme-
diately after delivery respectively after performance. Unless otherwise agreed upon, we have the choice 
to pay the invoice either within 30 days after receipt with deduction of 2% discount, or within 60 days net.
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7. Preferential origin declaration of goods

 The supplier certifies that any information, document, certificate (whether private or issued by any au-
thority), invoice declaration or simple correspondence regarding the customs origin of the goods and 
specifically regarding the preferential origin of the goods supplied to the company Diamond SA, based in 
Via dei Patrizi 5 in Losone (Switzerland), are the result of in-depth analysis of the applicable rules of pref-
erential customs origin and comply with the legal requirements for the declaration of preferential origin 
of the goods to which they refer.   The foregoing also extends to certifications of companies, authorities 
or third parties provided by us or sent to Diamond SA.

 The supplier shall therefore indemnify Diamond SA from any claim by anyone in the event that the above 
documentation relating to the customs origin and preferential customs origin is incorrect or that the re-
quirements for obtaining the preferential origin cited are not fulfilled. This indemnity shall also extend to 
any requests for recovery of customs duties and related penalties as well as any interests that the Swiss 
Customs should take against Diamond SA and shall be in the form of compensation for damages corre-
sponding to the amount of customs duties, interest, penalties to be paid and as well as any damage to 
the image and reputation of Diamond SA and expenses, including legal fees incurred by Diamond SA.

 Should it ever become subsequently apparent that certain documents or certificates or statements or 
information on the origin supplied to Diamond SA that were originally considered correct in reality were 
not, the supplier agrees to immediately notify Diamond SA, to trigger an internal audit in order to limit 
possible damages related to such incorrect declarations and to allow Diamond SA’s lawyers to carry out 
an audit at the company with respect to any information or document on the origin provided to Dia-
mond SA. In any case, the above is without prejudice for compensation for any damages compensating 
Diamond SA due to any declarations or information relating to the origin that were incorrect.

8. Material

 All material we have placed at supplier’s disposal (especially drawings, models, calculations, specifica-
tions, tools etc.) remain our property. They shall be returned immediately after our written request, or 
at the latest upon termination of the contractual relation, i.e. together with the last delivery, without 
request.

9. Confidentiality

 During the term of the contractual relation and also therefor, the supplier is obliged to keep secret and 
not to make available to any third party any material named in Section 7 and any other information re-
garding the business of Diamond SA, that come to his knowledge in connection with the order, especially 
also information about the extent and the object of the delivery.

10. Place of performance; jurisdiction and applicable law

 Place of performance is Losone, Ticino, Switzerland. Place of jurisdiction for the legal relationship is at the 
domicile of Diamond SA. Swiss law is applicable.

Losone, March 2018                       President, General Director


